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On behalf of the European 
Commission I am delighted to 
welcome you to the 2018 edition 
of RE-Source, Europe’s leading 

corporate renewable energy 
procurement event.

Corporate sourcing of renewable energy will play a 
decisive role in delivering Europe’s climate and 
energy objectives. The recent adoption of a binding 
EU-wide renewable energy target of minimum 32% for 2030 
and specific provisions for the uptake of corporate renewable 
PPAs in new EU energy legislation provide a strong and 
positive signal to European companies and investors.

Much more needs to be done to unlock the huge 
untapped potential and increase the number of 
corporates currently sourcing renewable energy, 
from 100 to 100,000. The development of ambitious 
national frameworks promoting the uptake of corporate 
renewable energy and empowering citizens, communities 
and companies to play their full part in Europe’s energy 
transition, will be paramount in this matter.

I wish you fruitful discussions and successful business 
contacts to accelerate the transition to a smarter, sustainable 
and more inclusive European energy system.

Paula Abreu-Marques
Head of Unit for Renewables and CCS Policy

at DG Energy, European Commission
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DAY 1 · 20 November

08:00 – 10:30 Invitation only:
 Formal matchmaking meetings  
 for clean energy buyers (hosted  
 buyers) and sponsors

10:30 – 11:00 Official registration
 and welcome coffee

11:00 – 12:30 Opening session
 Corporate sourcing:
 Win, Win, Win

12:30 – 14:00 Networking lunch

14:00 – 15:30 Corporate sourcing strategies  
 and business models

15:30 – 16:00 Coffee break

16:00 – 17:30 Markets and regulation:
 the good, the bad and the ugly

17:30 – 17:45 Closing remarks

17:45 – 20:00 Networking drinks

20:00 – 22:00 Gala dinner (SOLD OUT)

22:00 – 02:00 After-party
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DAY 2 · 21 November

08:30 – 09:00 Registration & welcome coffee

09:00 – 10:30 Thematic breakout sessions part 1

 1a. Guarantees of Origin for   
 renewable energy corporate  
 sourcing

 1b. On-site generation and   
 energy storage

 1c. A zoom into the different PPA  
 models and sourcing strategies

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 – 12:30 Thematic breakout sessions part 2

 2a. Financial innovation and risk  
 mitigation: is a trading exchange  
 the key to unlocking potential?

 2b. Demand growth and   
 diversification: How to turn 100  
 corporates into 100,000?

 2c. Energy intensives: how and  
 why should big power consumers  
 switch to renewables?
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DAY 2 · 21 November (cont.) 

12:30 – 14:00 Networking lunch

14:00 – 15:30 Thematic breakout sessions part 3

 3a. World view: established and  
 emerging corporate sourcing  
 markets beyond Europe

 3b. Keep it simple: Increasing PPA  
 volumes with standardisation and  
 simplification?

 3c. Finance and bankability: how  
 do the banks view PPAs?

15:30 – 18:00 Networking drinks

#RESource2018

Facebook Live Studio:

Facebook will be onsite, streaming live videos 
of the conference sessions, panel discussions 
and interviews with key players throughout 
the event.
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For us at Enel Green Power, 
the future of energy will be 
renewable. Our PPAs are 
tailor-made for each customer 

and are designed to actively
and resiliently respond to normal 

changes that take place, over 
decades, in the life of a company. Whatever way you 
look at it, PPAs make business sense.

Javier Vaquerizo
Head of Commercial Office, Enel Green Power

Green up and boost your 
business with ENGIE! 

 Active in the whole value chain 
from project development to 

24/7 renewable energy supply, 
ENGIE builds for you the most 

competitive tailor-made solutions you need.

Edouard Néviaski
CEO, ENGIE Global Energy Management
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Building a carbon-free gri
 is an urgent global priority,
and we're excited to be playing 
a role in accelerating Europe's 

clean energy transition.
As the world's largest corporate 

buyer of renewable energy, we'll 
continue to do our part to scale renewables in Europe 
through additional transactions and by working with 
groups like RE-Source.

Marc Oman
EU Energy Lead, Google

Iberdrola is committed to 
staying ahead of the energy 
transition, tackling the 
challenges posed by climate 

change and the need for clean 
electricity. We are signing PPAs 

not just because it’s good for 
business – it’s good for the planet too.

Pablo Collado
RES Products and Service Director, Iberdrola
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At Microsoft, we believe
in a future powered by clean 
energy. We’re creating that 
future by investing in new 

renewable energy projects, 
creating new deal structures

to open up markets to all, and 
introducing new technology solutions to storage
and grid management.

Vanessa Miler
Renewable Energy Strategist, Microsoft

Since 2015 over 21 GW
of PPAs have been signed 
worldwide by the most 
forward-thinking companies. 

RES is proud to have supported 
many of them. PPAs are a clear 

way for companies to safeguard 
against future energy prices, achieve sustainability 
goals and create goodwill for their organisation.

Ivor Catto 
CEO, RES
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Supporters:

Headline sponsor: Supporting sponsor: Gold Partner:

Sponsors:

Association partners:

Media partners: Official data partner:

Social media sponsor:



See you
next year!

resource-event.eu

Organised by:


